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During the second half of the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth
century, marquetry furniture created by André-Charles Boulle (1642-1732), premier
ébéniste du Roi under Louis XIV, was incorporated, reused, and imitated with
increasing popularity. Why repeat century-old designs in a period otherwise
characterized by a remarkable multiplicity of design innovations? By replicating
forms, furniture makers intended for their clientele and contemporaries to read
these objects in relation to the work of their predecessor, Boulle. Throughout
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, revisiting Boulle designs signals an
alignment with an aristocratic past, albeit divorced from the political context
out of which they originally developed. What did it mean for works from a
century earlier to be repurposed? What are the ways in which this renewal of
taste met the development of new ones, namely the goût grec and Neoclassical styles? This paper seeks to complicate the recontextualization of Boulle
furniture in domestic interiors from the end of the eighteenth and beginning
of the nineteenth centuries.
Born in Paris on November 10, 1642, André-Charles Boulle is first mentioned
as a master of the Corporation des Menuisiers-Ébénistes just prior to 1666 1. He
was later granted lodgings in the Galeries du Louvre on May 20, 1672, which he
maintained as a workshop in addition to the one he had on the rue de Reims.
As ébéniste du Roi, Boulle produced furniture and decorative objects of various
sorts, from case furniture to bronze d’ameublement, under the legal protection
of the state. He was also skilled in a range of techniques from pictorial wood
marquetry, which earned him recognition as “painter in wood”, to carcasses
veneered with tortoiseshell, brass, and pewter, now commonly known as “boulle

1

I am grateful to Charissa Bremer-David, Mimi Hellman, and Mark A. Meadow for their insightful
comments and suggestions.
For biographical information about Boulle, see Gillian Wilson, “Boulle”, Furniture History, 8,
1972, p. 47-69. Also, Alexandre Pradère, “André-Charles Boulle,” in French Furniture Makers: The
Art of the Ébéniste from Louis XIV to the Revolution, trans. Perran Wood, Malibu, J. Paul Getty
Museum, 1989, p. 67-109.
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marquetry” or “boulle work.” The present paper focuses on the persistence of
taste for the latter, namely Boulle marquetry in the trio of materials – tortoiseshell,
brass, and pewter – that established the master cabinetmaker’s reputation. His
output and fame were unparalleled, not just in his time, but throughout the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Scholars have commonly used the term “Boulle revival” to characterize the
popular imitation of the master’s style towards the end of the eighteenth century.
Yet as Jean-Dominique Augarde has astutely observed, the notion of “Boulle
revival” is a misnomer, since “revival” implies a rediscovery of the work of AndréCharles Boulle 2. As Augarde notes, Boulle was never démodé. Referencing the
work of Svend Eriksen and Johannes Erichsen, Augarde suggests that “Boulle
survival” is a more appropriate term than “Boulle revival” for works produced
in the Neoclassical period. Indeed, Eriksen maintains that essentially the only
type of furniture admired consistently throughout the eighteenth century was
that with boulle work designs 3. Other scholars have likewise demonstrated
that the market for Boulle’s works throughout the eighteenth century was
very much active 4. For example, Carolyn Sargentson has argued that early
eighteenth-century replicas by the Boulle family were a means to extend the
currency of Boulle objects and further establish the identity of the workshop 5.

Beyond Boulle

Boulle’s sons were the first to carry on the family workshop practice. Not only
did Boulle publish engravings of his models in Nouveaux Desseins [sic] de
Meubles et Ouvrages de Bronze et de Marqueterie in 1720, but the workshop
also preserved patterns and templates for both marquetry designs and the
sculptural gilt bronze mounts that Boulle notably integrated into his furniture.
The availability of these templates, therefore, easily facilitated the subsistence of
his designs. Mid-eighteenth-century artists, such as Joseph Baumhauer (d. 1772,

2

3
4

5

Jean-Dominique Augarde, “André Charles Boulle: du classicisme au néoclassicisme”, in Jean
Nérée Ronfort (ed.), André Charles Boulle, 1642-1732: Un nouveau style pour l’Europe, cat. expo.,
Museum for Angewandte Kunst Frankfurt (30 octobre 2009-31 janvier 2010), Paris, Éd. Somogy,
2009, p. 121-137.
Svend Eriksen, Early Neoclassicism in France, trans. Peter Thornton, London, Faber and Faber
Limited, 1974, p. 38.
Augarde, “André Charles Boulle”, art. cit, p. 125-126. Also, see Jean Nérée Ronfort, “The Surviving
Cabinets on Stands by André-Charles Boulle and the New Chronology of the Master’s Oeuvre”,
Cleveland Studies in the History of Art, 8, 2003, p. 44-67.
Carolyn Sargentson, “Markets for Boulle Furniture in Early Eighteenth-Century Paris”, The
Burlington Magazine, 134/1071, June 1992, p. 366.
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marchand-ébéniste privilégié du Roi ca. 1749) and Martin Carlin (ca. 1730-1785,
maître 1766), and even younger craftsmen working about a hundred years after
the master ébéniste continued to produce objects in the style of marquetry
associated with Boulle, and imitated his designs to meet client demand. Further,
the durability of pewter and brass rendered them more usable; these materials
could even be easily rearranged in a symmetrical fashion, which was particularly
sympathetic to Neoclassical taste.
Alongside the continuation of Boulle furniture production in Parisian workshops, merchants also reconditioned aging and damaged examples of Boulle’s
own works. As authentic Boulle objects became rare, craftsmen were faced
with new challenges to satisfy their customers. Eriksen contends that Boulle
furniture pieces remained popular because they were “regarded as veritable
works of art or at least works of conspicuous luxury 6”. Alexandre Pradère points
out that during the second half of the eighteenth century, Boulle furniture was
sold almost entirely through auction houses and merchants, and so frequently
that we find it listed in nearly all sale catalogues 7. Indeed, he argues, Boulle
furniture was the only type of collectible furniture. As the availability of original
Boulle objects decreased, their value increased; the rarity of Boulle furniture is
hence commensurate with their appeal.
Thus, following the master’s death in 1732, a taste for Boulle was sustained
throughout the next hundred or so years. Principally overlapping with Neoclassical taste, the continued interest in Boulle during the second half of the
eighteenth century and into the beginning of the nineteenth manifested itself
in three different phenomena: (1) adaptations of existing furniture pieces by
Boulle; (2) pieces made in the 1760s and 1770s that incorporated elements from
dismembered seventeenth-century Boulle furniture; and (3) pieces that were
entirely of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century manufacture. I term
these modifications, transformations, and reinterpretations, respectively 8.
In the last of these, I use “reinterpretations”, rather than “interpretations”, to
acknowledge the new domestic interiors into which these variations on a theme
were incorporated.
Examples of all three phenomena abound in bookcases, tables, coffers, and
cabinets of various sorts. For example, among the “modifications”, we find two
6
7
8

Eriksen, Early Neoclassicism, op. cit., p. 39.
Alexandre Pradère, “Boulle du Louis XIV sous Louis XVI,” L’Objet d’Art, June 1987, p. 62-66.
Jean Nérée Ronfort uses the terms modification and transformation interchangeably. Noting that
to suit the tastes of contemporaries, he asserts, “admiration bestowed on [Boulle’s] creations
led to the rescue of some, at the price of aesthetic modifications that seemed natural to their
contemporaries.” He also refers to the dismemberment and destruction of Boulle tables and
cabinets. See Ronfort, “Surviving Cabinets on Stands,” art. cit., p. 61.
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grandes tables from around 1705 in the Wallace Collection that are currently
attributed to Boulle, although one is stamped by René Dubois (1737-1799, maître 1755) (F424) and the other by Jean-François Leleu (1729-1807, maître 1764)
(F425); as such, they were probably each restored by these craftsmen. Given
that the cassolettes along the center of the stretchers appear to be characteristically Louis XVI in style, we may posit that in both instances the later master
ébénistes also modified surviving pieces of Boulle to fit their clients’ needs 9. A
pair of encoignures (ca. 1772) (F414 and F415) attributed to Martin Carlin forms an
intriguing subset of the group of “transformations”. While they have been dated
to the late Louis XV or early Louis XVI periods, the figurative mounts actually
derive from Boulle, whose source can be traced to a ceiling painting in the
salon des nobles de la reine at Versailles 10. They are of a seated young woman,
holding a plan in her right hand and pointing with her left, and a half-kneeling
elderly bearded man with his hands clasped before his chest; the figures were
commonly known as Geography and Geometry in the eighteenth century, Religion
and Wisdom in the early twentieth, and Socrates and Aspasia more recently.
Finally, among the typology of “reinterpretations”, a pair of oak bas d’armoires
(ca. 1765) (F384 and F385) with pinewood door panels veneered with ebony and
figurative marquetry were produced by René Dubois, and altered by Étienne
Levasseur (1721-1798, maître 1767) and Philippe-Claude Montigny (1734-1800,
maître 1766), two of the foremost Boulle restorers and producers. It has been
noted that during the Calonne sale in 1788, the cabinets did not yet have the
figurative marquetry inlaid into the ebony, and thus were presumably added
by Levasseur and Montigny in their respective workshops – likely elucidating
why the figure of Venus at bottom right on both cabinets is inlaid in different
directions 11.
Philippe-Claude Montigny was born in Paris to ébéniste and ouvrier privilégié
du Roi Louis Montigny. He attained mastership in 1766 at the age of thirty-two,
and subsequently took over his father’s workshop in the Cour de la Juiverie 12. In
1778, the Almanach Dauphin describes Montigny as one of the most renowned
masters of furniture of tortoiseshell and silver or ebony and brass in the genre of

9

F424 may have been a later, larger version of furniture made for the duchesse de Bourgogne at
the Château de la Ménagerie. See Peter Hughes, The Wallace Collection Catalogue of Furniture II,
London, The Trustees of the Wallace Collection, 1996, p. 752-761.
10 Ibid., p. 690-696.
11 Ibid., p. 566-573.
12 Alexandre Pradère, “Philippe-Claude Montigny,” in French Furniture Makers: The Art of the
Ébéniste from Louis XIV to the Revolution, trans. Perran Wood, Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum,
1989, p. 305.
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works made by the famous Boulle 13. Working for both the Crown and aristocratic
clientele, Montigny restored, copied, and made pastiches of Boulle furniture.
The secrétaire by Montigny dating to 1770-1775 in the collection of the J. Paul
Getty Museum (fig. 1) is almost entirely decorated with Boulle marquetry. Its
panels date to the seventeenth-century, and are known to have originally served
as tabletops 14. One of the tabletops was halved along its width so that the top
half serves as a drop-front writing surface, and the bottom half as a cupboard
door (fig. 2). The second table, cut along its length, is set onto the sides. The
interior reveals four pigeonhole shelves and four small drawers in the top half,
and a storage space below. The marquetry on the exterior of the secrétaire is
composed of tortoiseshell, brass, pewter, and ebony, while the interior is an
oak carcass veneered with bloodwood.
Moreover, the frieze in the top register with contre-partie marquetry of
fleurs-des-lis pattern forms the front of a drawer, which can be pulled by a ring
that hangs from the mouth of a gilt bronze lion. The late seventeenth-century
marquetry panels are heightened by an Apollo sunburst, and are married with
Neoclassical design as seen in the fluted pilasters, gilt bronze mounts, and
overall architectonic, rectilinear shape. It has been noted that the fleurs-de-lis
motif on the frieze is similar to the one found in a comparable position on the
large Boulle cabinet at the J. Paul Getty Museum 15 (fig. 3). Scholars contend
that the contre-partie frieze indicates the dismemberment of a similar cabinet 16.
Likewise, the motifs on the side panels are of the same design, though on a
larger scale, as a late seventeenth-century table also at the Getty Museum
attributed to Boulle 17 (fig. 4).
Like Montigny, Étienne Levasseur also restored and produced Boulle marquetry. Additionally, he created furniture in Japanese lacquer and mahogany. In
fact, in some instances he inserted the Japanese lacquer into a Boulle marquetry

13 “…un des plus renommés pour les meubles en écaille et argent ou ébène et cuivre, dans le
genre des ouvrages du célèbre Boulle.” Quoted in Gillian Wilson, “A Secretaire by PhilippeClaude Montigny,” The J. Paul Getty Museum Journal, 14, 1986, p. 124.
14 Ibid., p. 125-126.
15 Ibid., p. 126.
16 Wilson notes the similarity of the positioning of the frieze on the Getty cabinet as well as its
counterpart in the collection of the Duke of Buccleuch at Drumlanrig. “The presence of this
contre-partie frieze might indicate that a third cabinet once existed.” Likewise, Jean Nérée
Ronfort writes, “The upper drawer is adorned with a frieze of fleur-de-lis in contre-partie
testifying to the dismemberment of a large cabinet of the same model as the one housed in
the Getty Museum.” See Wilson, “Secretaire,” art. cit., p. 126 and Ronfort, “Surviving Cabinets
on Stands,” art. cit., p. 61.
17 Wilson, “Secretaire,” art. cit., p. 125.
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Fig. 1. Philippe-Claude Montigny, Secrétaire, ca. 1770–
1775, oak veneered with bloodwood, tortoiseshell,
brass, pewter, and ebony, gilt-bronze mounts, modern
marbleized wooden top, 141 × 83,8 × 40 cm, Los Angeles,
The J. Paul Getty Museum (85.DA.378)

Fig. 2. Philippe-Claude Montigny, Secrétaire, ca. 1770–
1775, oak veneered with bloodwood, tortoiseshell,
brass, pewter, and ebony, gilt-bronze mounts, modern
marbleized wooden top, 141 × 83,8 × 40 cm, Los Angeles,
The J. Paul Getty Museum (85.DA.378)

Fig. 3. Attributed to André-Charles Boulle, and medallions after Jean
Varin, Cabinet on Stand, ca. 1675–1680, oak veneered with pewter,
brass, tortoise shell, horn, ebony, ivory, and wood marquetry, bronze
mounts, figures of painted and gilded oak, drawers of snakewood,
229,9 × 151,2 × 66,7 cm, Los Angeles, The J. Paul Getty Museum (77.DA.1)

Fig. 4. Attributed to André-Charles Boulle, Table, ca. 1680–1685, oak veneered with marquetry tortoise
shell, pewter, brass, ebony, horn, ivory, boxwood, cherry, natural and stained sycamore, pear, thuya,
satinwood, cedar, beech and amaranth, gilt-bronze mounts, 72,1 × 110,5 × 73,7 cm, Los Angeles, The J. Paul
Getty Museum (71.DA.100)
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structure 18. Since Levasseur actually trained in the atelier of one of the Boulle
sons, his work represents an unbroken continuation of the tradition until the
end of the century 19. Although he did not apparently continue to work after
the Revolution, his son and grandson maintained the tradition, extending the
production of Boulle marquetry in Paris into the 1820s. His grandson even promoted himself as perhaps the sole ébéniste to make and restore Boulle furniture
in Paris, “furniture seldom seen but avidly sought by collectors and dealers 20”.
As a key proponent of this style, Levasseur was frequently commissioned by
dealers, such as Claude-François Julliot (d. 1794), to produce pastiches of the
Boulle style.
A cabinet (meuble à hauteur d’appui) (fig. 5) in The Wallace Collection
attributed to Levasseur and dated to ca. 1775 is veneered with ebony and contre-partie Boulle marquetry of tortoiseshell, pewter, and brass. A mask of Apollo,
profiles of boys’ heads, laurel garlands, and lion paws in gilt bronze ornament
the elaborate surface. As has been noted, this cabinet and its pair (F392) are
essentially Louis XVI versions of the Louis XIV cabinets at the Musée du Louvre
attributed to Boulle (fig. 6) 21. Not only comparable in marquetry design on the
exterior, these later works also contain twelve walnut drawers on the interior:
four on each side and four behind the central door.
Akin to the original Boulle pieces (fig. 6), Levasseur’s cabinet (fig. 5) features a vase of flowers as its central motif. The main front of the door panel is
mounted with a profile bust of Henri IV crowned with laurel, dressed in armor,
and adorned with the order of the Saint-Esprit. This medal appears to have
been replicated from the bronze medal of Guillaume Dupré (ca. 1579-1640) from
1606 22. The pendant to this pair features a medal of Henri IV’s close advisor
Maximilien de Béthune, duc de Sully (1559-1641). The earlier Boulle cabinets
(fig. 6) bear medallions of Louis XIV. Whereas both of the Wallace cabinets are
in contre-partie, with turtle shell and tin designs against a brass background,
the earlier Boulle pair in the Louvre features one cabinet in contre-partie and
the other composed of première-partie marquetry, where tortoiseshell serves as
its ground and the pattern consists of copper and pewter. To further add to the
complexity of revisiting Boulle design, Levasseur’s cabinets were themselves the
subject of reinterpretation: one pair of meubles à hauteur from the late eighteenth
18 Alexandre Pradère, “Étienne Levasseur,” in French Furniture Makers: The Art of the Ébéniste from
Louis XIV to the Revolution, trans. Perran Wood, Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum, 1989, p. 315.
19 D. S. MacColl, “French Eighteenth Century Furniture in the Wallace Collection-I,” The Burlington
Magazine for Connoisseurs, 41/237, December 1922, p. 266.
20 Pradère, “Levasseur,” art. cit., p. 316.
21 Hughes, Wallace Collection, op. cit., p. 585-594.
22 Ibid., p. 592.
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Fig. 5. Attributed to Étienne Levasseur, Cabinet, ca. 1775, oak, ebony,
contre-partie Boulle marquetry of turtleshell, tin and brass, walnut,
brocatello marble, gilt bronze and steel, 102,7 × 80,5 × 40,2 cm, London,
The Wallace Collection [© The Wallace Collection (F391)]

Fig. 6. Attributed to André-Charles Boulle, restored by Étienne Levasseur, Paire de bas d'armoire, ca. 1700,
ebony veneer, marquetry of copper, pewter and turtleshell, gilded bronze, griotte marble, 117 × 205 × 54 cm,
Paris, Musée du Louvre (OA 5453 and OA 5454) [© Photograph by the author]
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century is currently in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (figs. 7 and 8); another
pair from the nineteenth century is in The Frick Collection (figs. 9 and 10). Even
with alterations to the dimensions, use of marquetry, frieze and border details,
and drawer construction, these later examples nonetheless allude to Levasseur’s
work in overall design, particularly in the integration of the medals found on
his cabinet, rather than Boulle’s.
Since the earlier Boulle cabinets (fig. 6) bear Levasseur’s stamp, we can
deduce that his direct experience of working on Boulle pieces marshaled the
way for his accurate reinterpretation of the older tradition. The reinterpretation
of Boulle furniture, however, functions differently from modifications and
transformations in that it does not utilize nor incorporate extant Boulle pieces;
rather, Levasseur’s cabinets are a product of the craftsman’s own ingenuity,
albeit while drawing inspiration from earlier sources. In some cases, it is more
challenging to determine the distinction. The Louvre cabinets are interesting
examples of objects that, on the one hand, some maintain were restored by
Levasseur, while others contend are his own work with the possible reuse of
Boulle elements to transform the top of a cabinet on stand into a low cabinet – a
type of furniture popular in the second half of the eighteenth century 23. Thus,
the close similarity between the earlier and later pieces even makes it difficult
to ascertain the dates of original Boulle pieces as experts attempt to distinguish
between Boulle originals and pastiches.

A Taste for Boulle

The popularity of these pieces also begs the question of among whom they
were popular. Who was interested in displaying such objects in their homes and
why? In the case of the Getty secrétaire, the provenance can be traced to two
French courtiers at Versailles at the end of the eighteenth century. The secrétaire
is identified in the 1784 sale of the M. de Billy and the 1787 sale of the comte
de Vaudreuil 24. M. de Billy is described as an “Ecuyer, ancien Commissaire des
guerres, & ancien premier Valet de Garde Robe du Roi”, in the introduction to the
sale catalogue 25. Gillian Wilson observes that of the fourteen lots devoted to
“Meubles de Marqueterie, par Boulle et autres,” four are specifically described as
being decorated with Boulle marquetry: a commode, an armoire, a table (all of
23 “Cabinet”, The Wallace Collection, n.d. (https://wallacelive.wallacecollection.org:443, consulted
March 2018).
24 Wilson records that “Alexandre Pradére [sic] was the first to identify the secrétaire in the 1787
sale of the comte de Vaudreuil, and soon after this discovery, Jean-Nerée [sic] Ronfort found
it in the sale of M. de Billy, on November 15, 1784.” See Wilson, “Secretaire,” art. cit., p. 121.
25 The sale was held by the marchand-mercier A.-J. Paillet at the Hôtel de Bullion. Lugt 3791.
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Fig. 7. After a design by André-Charles Boulle, Low cabinet (meuble à hauteur
d’appui), late 18th century, oak and pine veneered with ebony and marquetry
of tortoiseshell, brass, and pewter, gilt bronze, Porto marble, 100,6 × 95,9 × 40,6
cm, New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art (1974.391.1a)

Fig. 8. After a design by André-Charles Boulle, Low cabinet (meuble à hauteur
d’appui), late 18th century, oak and pine veneered with ebony and marquetry of
tortoiseshell, brass, and pewter, gilt bronze, Porto marble, 101 × 95,6 × 40,6 cm,
New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art (1974.391.1a, b)

Fig. 9. After André-Charles Boulle, Cabinet with Pictorial and Tendril Marquetry,
19th century, tortoiseshell, brass, pewter, and ebony marquetry, gilt bronze,
marble on oak, 99,4 × 95,3 × 41 cm, New York, The Frick Collection [© The Frick
Collection (1916.5.04)]

Fig. 10. After André-Charles Boulle, Cabinet with Pictorial and Tendril Marquetry,
19th century, tortoiseshell, brass, pewter, and ebony marquetry, gilt bronze,
marble on oak, 99,4 × 95,3 × 41 cm, New York, The Frick Collection [© The Frick
Collection (1916.5.05)]
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which she attributes to being of late seventeenth-century origin), and the Getty
secrétaire 26. The rest of the ébénisterie was Neoclassical in style. She asserts
that the Montigny secrétaire was “the ultimate combination of the two styles
– classical Baroque and early Neoclassicism 27”. The rest of the sale catalogue
includes paintings (mostly Italian, the best known of which are works by Guido
Reni), drawings, prints, marble sculpture, porcelain, jewels, and other objects.
The second known owner of the secrétaire was Joseph-Hyacinthe-François
de Paule de Rigaud, comte de Vaudreuil, Lieutenant-général, Grand Fauconnier
de France, chevalier des ordres du roi, Pair de France, gouverneur du Louvre,
membre libre de l’Académie des beaux-arts 28. A nobleman at the court of Louis XVI,
it has been noted that he likely acquired this secrétaire for an hôtel on the rue
de la Chaise, former residence of the fermier-général Jean-Baptiste-Gaillard de
Beaumanoir 29. The comte de Vaudreuil purchased the hôtel in September, 1784
following his acquisition of the duc de Fronsac’s hunting lodge at Gennevilliers
earlier in January. From 1785 to 1786, the same architect and group of designers
who were responsible for the extensive reconstruction of the house and gardens
at Gennevilliers restored the hôtel de Vaudreuil 30. In the same year that he
purchased this residence, the comte de Vaudreuil also disposed of his collection of old master paintings from other European schools in a sale in favor of
French contemporary painting. Still, Vaudreuil’s dining room, for example, was
decorated with murals of classical figures by Jean-Simon Berthélemy (1743-1811),
and landscapes of Roman scenes by Hubert Robert (1733-1808) and François
Boucher (1703-1770), thus tending towards a classicizing taste 31. Although
its exact placement within the home is unknown, it is tempting to imagine
the secrétaire – itself a mixture of old and new – referencing the past amidst
contemporary Neoclassical design in this context. In the sale of his collection
in 1787, one finds both late seventeenth- and late eighteenth-century objects.
Both M. de Billy and the comte de Vaudreuil were aristocrats at the forefront of
fashionable décor with a mixture of Boulle and late eighteenth-century furniture.
Between century-old and contemporary design, the furniture in their homes
appears to have bookended the time period in which they lived.
A taste for Boulle among their contemporaries is discernable by turning to
numerous sale records. For example, the 1761 catalogue for the collection of
26
27
28
29
30

Wilson, “Secretaire,” art. cit., p. 121.
Ibid.
Lugt 4223.
Wilson, “Secretaire,” art. cit., p. 123.
Colin Bailey, Patriotic Taste: Collecting Modern Art in Pre-Revolutionary Paris, New Haven and
London, Yale University Press, 2002, p. 183-185.
31 Ibid., p. 185.
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M. de Selle, Trésorier Général de la Marine, highlights in its very introductory
outline “d’Ouvrages de Boule le pere”, and alerts the reader to cabinets, tables
and desks by the famous Boulle, whose talent for composition along with
beautiful and solid execution are highly esteemed in its preamble 32. Similarly,
the 1772 sale of Louis-Léon-Felicité de Brancas, comte de Lauraguais draws
attention to “Ouvrages en marqueterie de Boule” in its summary of two coffers in
“riche marqueterie de Boule, estimé à juste titre”, two additional smaller coffers
“en belle marqueterie de Boule”, four “guéridons de belle & riche marqueterie
de Boule”, and a Boulle marquetry clock 33. Further, M. le duc d’Aumont’s 1782
collection sale features furniture “non moins distingués…par Boule 34”. Finally, the
collection sales for Augustin Millon d’Ailly in 1783 and Pierre-Joseph Victor, baron
de Besenval in 1795 alert readers to “un Lustre & autres Ouvrages de Boule”, and
“beaux Meubles, par Boulle & autres”, respectively 35. It is noteworthy that such
descriptions are included in the introductory outlines of the sale catalogues,
unlike the lack of identification for paintings and sculptures.
Conjuring up the glory of the court at Versailles extended outside of France
as well. While the bulk of Boulle furniture reached Great Britain between 1815
and 1825 – primarily as a result of the sale of objects confiscated from royal
and aristocratic collectors during the French Revolution, and following the
Napoleonic Wars and the Continental Blockade – merchants in the subsequent
decades continued to import them to satiate customer demand. Dealers and
cabinetmakers in nineteenth-century England made “Buhl” furniture to order to
cater to the collecting interests of King George IV (1762-1830), William Beckford
(1760-1844), George Watson-Taylor (1771-1841), and the 3rd (1777-1842) and 4th

32 “Des Armoires, Tables & Bureaux du célebre [sic] Boule & du Sieur Cressent, Ebéniste de
feu M. le Régent, dont les talens [sic] pour la composition & la belle & solide exécution, sont
estimés des personnes de l’Art.” Pierre Remy, “Catalogue des effets curieux du cabinet de feu
M. de Selle…,” Paris, Chez Didot l’aîné, 1761. Lugt 1137.
33 Pierre Remy, Sale Catalogue for the collection of Louis-Léon-Felicité de Brancas, comte de
Lauraguais, Paris, 1772. Lugt 2008.
34 Philippe-François Julliot and Alexandre-Joseph Paillet, Catalogue des effets précieux qui
composent le cabinet de feu M. le duc d’Aumont, Paris, Chez P. F. Julliot fils and Chez A. J. Paillet,
1782. Lugt 3488. This likely included the aforementioned pair of encoignures by Carlin (F414
and F415).
35 While the desk for sale from Millon d’Ailly’s collection is listed as being by Boulle, the baron de
Besenval object listing makes note that the large and magnificent veneered desk is the best of
its kind, in the style of Boulle. Pierre Remy, Sale Catalogue for the collection of Augustin Millon
d’Ailly, Paris, Chez Dufresne and Chez Pierre Remy, 1783. Lugt 3654. Alexandre-Joseph Paillet,
Sale Catalogue for the collection of Pierre-Joseph Victor, baron de Besenval, Paris, Chez P. F.
Julliot fils and Chez A. J. Paillet, Chez G. H. Laroche, and Chez. L. F. J. Boileau, 1795. Lugt 5356.
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(1800-1870) Marquesses of Hertford 36, among others 37. Geoffrey de Bellaigue,
for instance, has illustrated the ways in which dealer Edward Holmes Baldock
combined essentially the role of a marchand-mercier with his talents as a craftsman, as he engaged in the restoration, remodeling, and possibly manufacture
of Boulle furniture 38. Like the pieces sold through French dealers in the previous
century, Baldock’s sales included authentic works, altered pieces, and modern
reinterpretations 39. He even subcontracted the production to the Blake family,
specialists publicly listed as “Buhl manufacturer” and “buhl furniture makers”
between the 1820s and 1850s 40.
The aforementioned collectors shared a predilection for French furniture
objects. George IV and George Watson Taylor, for example, acquired works
through the same dealers; the king even purchased many pieces from Watson
Taylor in the 1825 Christie’s sale. In some instances, these collectors’ tastes grew
out of their direct exposure to Parisian life. The 4th Marquess of Hertford was
actually raised in Paris and lived most of his life there, developing a friendship
with Napoleon III. Similarly, William Beckford spent a substantial amount of
time in Paris and transposed his francophilia to his home in England. An 1812
account of Beckford’s lavish Neogothic residence Fonthill Abbey in Wiltshire
includes a description of its interiors. The so-called “Yellow Damask Room”,
named after its “splendid yellow hangings”, included “some of the finest cabinets of japan and Buhl work in Europe: one of the latter formerly adorned the
apartments of Fontainebleau, and is remarkable for a beautiful medallion of
Lewis the Fourteenth 41”. The Yellow Damask Room was not unique, though,
since “buhl” furniture could be found in almost every room of Fonthill Abbey 42.
36 The 4th Marquess of Hertford acquired the aforementioned Boulle side tables (F424 and F425)
and Levasseur cabinets (F391 and F392).
37 For a discussion of British collectors of Boulle furniture, see Peter Hughes, “Les collectionneurs
britanniques des œuvres d’André Charles Boulle,” in Ronfort (ed.), André Charles Boulle, 16421732, op. cit., p. 138-151.
38 Geoffrey de Bellaigue, “Edward Homes Baldock: Part II,” The Connoisseur, 190, September 1975,
p. 18-26.
39 See Ibid., p. 22-23, illustration nos. 9 and 11 for a pair of Boulle cabinets that are stamped by
Levasseur and engraved with the initials E. H. B.
40 Martin P. Levy, “E. H. Baldock and the Blake Family: Further Evidence,” The Furniture History
Society Newsletter, 158, May 2005, p. 1-3.
41 Lewis Melville, “Appendix: A Description of Fonthill Abbey, Wiltshire by James Storer. London,
1812,” in The Life and Letters of William Beckford of Fonthill (Author of “Vathek”), London, William
Heinemann, 1910, p. 361. Available at: https://archive.org/details/lifeandlettersofwill00melvuoft,
accessed March 2018.
42 See Timothy Mowl, “‘I adore Buhl’ – Beckford as collector and interior decorator,” in William
Beckford: Composing for Mozart, London, Faber and Faber, 2013, p. 276.
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In fact, Beckford ardently declared, “I adore the true, capital buhl, but it must
be the best 43”.
Consumers continued to value the Boulle style not just because of the worth
of the objects, but also because of the associations they carried. Boulle was
the exemplar who surpassed divisions, barriers, and expectations in the wide
array of objects he produced. Moreover, harkening back to the era of Louis XIV
meant revisiting and reinforcing the legacy of the sun king and his influence
on the arts, as well as emulating the grandeur and extravagance of his court.

Pastiche: ni originaux, ni copies

Like previous scholars, I have been referring to some of the objects produced
in the manner of Boulle during the 1760s and 1770s as “pastiches”. In her investigation of pastiches, Ingeborg Hoesterey defines the term as a “powerful
personal style that holds everything disparate together 44”. Embarking on a
philological enquiry, she traces the origin of the word to the Italian pasticcio,
which in the Renaissance implied “highly imitative painting that synthesized
–‘stirred together’ – the styles of major artists, often with seemingly fraudulent
intention, i.e., to deceive viewers and patrons 45”.
Tracing the term’s transition to France in the seventeenth century, Hoesterey
comes across an interesting problem: the traditional attribution to Roger de
Piles of the first usage of this word neither seems to be properly sourced, nor
does it really exist. Her etymological enquiry in itself becomes a metaphor for
the meaning of the word – rooted in the French pâté. Attributed to de Piles
is the now commonly referenced phrase, “ni originaux, ni copies … à un seul
Goût”, which is picked up in the entry for pastiche in the 1765 edition of the
Encyclopédie. While this entry is primarily concerned with painting, it is the
most extensive piece of writing on the topic in the period, and raises interesting
questions about taste, skill (in terms of deception), and the notion of counterfeits
(contrefaçon) as works that lack both imagination and the mind of the genius
master artist. Here, I would like to probe if these notions carry over to furniture.
Are pastiches indeed theoretically motivated or informed? Further, are they
still considered a product of the creative process? Certainly, in the examples
outlined above, they are neither originals, nor copies. Returning to the entry for
pastiche in the 1765 Encyclopédie, it is noted that although the maker of pastiches
43 Quoted in James Lees-Milne, William Beckford, Montclair, Allanheld and Schram, 1979, p. 36.
44 Ingeborg Hoesterey, Pastiche: Cultural Memory in Art, Film, Literature, Bloomington, Indiana
University Press, 2001, p. 38.
45 Ibid., p. 1.
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cannot imitate the mind of a great master, pastiches are made in the taste and
manner of another artist with such skill and artistry that even the cleverest are
sometimes deceived. Moreover, the aforementioned craftsmen who revisited
Boulle designs were not merely regarded as epigones, rather they were highly
esteemed in their own rights. On the one hand, craftsmen take advantage of the
opportunity of available materials, either as inspiration or for repurposing. Yet
on the other, pastiches have to do with intentionality. Therefore, pastiches are
both a category of object that a maker deliberately sets out to produce and a
critical category that is applied to an object after the fact, relying heavily upon
the viewer’s understanding and recognition of those forms that are revisited.
To regard pastiches in this way is to understand the endurance of Boulle.
Furniture objects that revisit Boulle serve dual social and aesthetic functions in
the associations they carry with recognizable forms. Hoesterey provides a useful
glossary of terms that are applicable to what is at play with furniture objects
that revisit Boulle. Adaption refers to the modification of materials transposed,
yet appropriation signals the intentionality of borrowing 46. Bricolage implies
“making something new out of something old”, while recycling serves as a
metaphor for this kind of citational activity 47. Perhaps one of the most useful
considerations of a theoretical framework for viewing these objects is the notion
of refiguration, in which “formal elements of past styles are brought forward
into contemporary contexts 48”. It is not as if there was an impossibility of the
“New 49”, rather it was the intentionality of the activity. The sense of historical
awareness that these artists bring to their works, and of course as dictated by
demand, extends to an awareness of their own positions in time 50.
To these voices, I would like to add that there is something else at play
with “Boulle survival”. Namely, that beyond matters of taste, value, wealth,
power, association, and social self-fashioning, I propose a reconsideration of
the dynamics found in the processes of revisiting Boulle. To repeat the past
is to acknowledge that nothing like it exists in the present. Therefore, “Boulle
survival” is a method of filling a void. In revisiting Boulle designs, the act also
strengthens the authority of Boulle. Certainly the significance that these objects
carried relied greatly upon the viewer’s recall and identification of the earlier
tradition, while at the same time required discerning perceptivity – historical
46 Ibid., p. 10.
47 Ibid., p. 10, 14. Also see Gérard Genette, Palimpsestes: la Litterature au Second Degré, Paris,
Seuil, 1982.
48 Hoesterey, Pastiche, op. cit., p. 14-15.
49 Daniel Barbiero, “‘Dark Art’ into Allegory: From Transfiguration to Refiguration,” M/E/A/N/I/N/G,
8, November 1990, p. 11.
50 Ibid., p. 16.
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seeing – to the ways in which they fit within contemporary designs and décor.
Thus, the pastiche was not just a matter of setting earlier Boulle marquetry
panels into contemporary furniture forms, but it was also about the ways in
which the objects themselves fit into the interiors and context of their own time.
Simultaneously looking forward and backward was precisely in harmony with
Neoclassicism. As such, furniture that revisits Boulle not only grows out of, but
also operates within a system of cultural memory.
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